
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd.
‘MTML Square’ 63, Ebene, Cyber City, Mauritius

Tel: +230 52943333 Fax: +230 52940606

No.: MTML/Mktg/2018/Clarifications/1
Date: 03/4/18

To,
All Prospective Bidders

Sub: Clarifications for Tender for ‘Marketing & PR Agency’ of MTML dated 15th March’18

In reference to the above mentioned tender, some queries have been obtained from some of the
prospective bidders as detailed below. The response of MTML is mentioned against each. These
clarifications will form part of the tender document. Please take these into consideration before
submitting your proposal. The last date for submission remains the same.

Query 1: Annexure 1

- Item 9: « a brief proposal/ plan of the strategy… »: could you please clarify what is expected from us?
Only strategic directions? Creative work? In order to have a relevant proposal, could you please give us a
few objectives you have in terms of marketing and communication for the 2 years to come?

MTML’s Response: The idea behind this point is to have a broad understanding of the Agency’s
capabilities and its understanding of Telecommunication market in general and MTML’s business in
particular. We don’t want the agency to go into the details of making a marketing proposal for MTML,
which will depend on MTML’s plan and budget to be communicated to the selected agency only.

Query 2: Annexure 2 - Part A

- Item 1: please clarify if we need to conduct here any specific research or if it’s only a strategic follow-
up / coordination activity.

MTML’s Response:  The  research  needs  to  be  carried  out  for  accessing  market  scenario  and  suggest
measures  to  be  taken  to  improve  products/  services  of  MTML.  It  is  mainly  a  strategic  follow  up  and
coordination activity.

- Item 2: please clarify objectives and datas you expect from the market and advertising quarterly survey
so that we can adjust the methodology accordingly. Do we need to select an external partner or do you



work already a research company ? What should the charges cover: the whole survey or only our follow-
up for briefing the research company and following-up the research with them?

MTML’s Response: The purpose of market survey will be to get user inputs for fine tuning our products/
services and accessing response. The marketing agency has to do these surveys either by itself or by
engaging any other agency of its choice. The charges should cover the whole survey but it is not
intended to go for a very extensive survey every quarter and only a quick survey to get the feedback is
would be needed.

-  Item  3:  please  confirm  what  should  this  cover?  Strategy  only?  Creative  work?  Production  (photo
shooting / radio recording… etc)? Media booking? Please provide an idea of the number of campaigns
per year and the type of media channel you usually use (TV, Press, Radio, Digital…etc).

MTML’s Response: It includes everything. However pl note that there is separate head for production
cost and the fee should not get duplicated. The charges to be quoted should be per month. Number of
campaigns will depend on market conditions and one per month or 12 in a year may be taken for costing
purposes.

- Item 6: What type of activities are you thinking of: Press communiqué, Press conference, Product
Launches…. Etc?  Do we need to include here location rental / catering costs? If yes, could you give us an
idea of the volume to be expected and what kind of event you are looking at?

MTML’s Response: The cost related to location rental/ catering/ hosting etc. will be additional but the
agency has to organize it and bill MTML on actual. Here the quote has to be for organization/
management only.

- Item 7: how many events do you have per month? Should this include also production costs? If yes
what kind of event do you usually do and what are the type of materials to be produced?

MTML’s Response: The cost to be quoted here is for organization and management only. The cost of
materials in organizing events will be extra.

- Item 9: please clarify what this should cover: creative? Production? Media? All of them? Please give us
an idea of volume per month.

MTML’s Response: It would depend on the MTML’s plan but may be taken as one per month or 12 in a
year. This is only management cost.

- Item 10: Should this cover photography cost or will you provide pictures?

MTML’s Response: It should cover photography cost also.

Query 3: Annexure 2 - Part B

- Item 1: should it include eventual photography costs?



MTML’s Response: Yes, it includes the photography cost also.

- Item 2: it all depends on the type of video we want to do and your budget… Please give us more details
: animation only, movie with castings… etc. Can we give two options: one « low cost » and one « brand
image »?

MTML’s Response: Pl provide 3 options-

1. Animation only

2. Indoor video advert

3. Outdoor video advert

For  evaluation  purposes  only,  the  weighted  average  of  these  3  will  be  taken  assuming  5  animated,  2
indoor and 1 outdoor adverts.

Thanks.

(Rajesh Rai)
CTO MTML


